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It’s Green and White! By Jake Herman
Last night after canteen, all campers and counselors were called down to the
campfire on the shore of Sand Lake When they arrived, it was clear that this
was no ordinary camp fire. On the beach the white team were making a huge
scene as they huddled around a fire celebrating their past victories, while
WOODY boasted of their glory. However, the celebrations were short-lives
as the Greens’ past captains stormed the beach in their canoes, eager for
revenge and armed with bats
and water balloons. JEFF
TOOMBS called a halt to the
invasion just as the Greens LOGAN ROSENGARD gives his speech
stormed the beach and
announced that there was only one way to settle this next chapter of the
battle: It’s Green and White 2018! The previous year’s captains: BEN
ZELKEN, TODD LAZARUS, JAKE HOODACK and LOGAN ROSENGARD
nominated their respective teams’ new leaders with inspiring speeches
that talked about the strategic and athletic qualities each captain held and
how these would make them a successful leader. Each new captain was
then “branded” with their team color and letter in paint on their shoulder
White team members clap together
to ceremonially begin the storied tradition that is Green and White.
as they introduce new members

Cabin Wars Sneak Out By Adam Phelps
Sneak outs are always a fun way for counselors to ‘sneak’ their campers out
of their cabins, often at night and go somewhere in camp to enjoy a cabin
activity. Leading up to their sneak out, cabins 5 and 6 had been at “war”,
thanks to clever pre-planning from their counselors. There had been several
instances where JADEN DONSKY and ELI FRIEDMAN had infiltrated cabin 5,
ready to do battle. Likewise, DRAKE ELMAN and ROBERT LOQUERCIO had
done the same and had looked to enter cabin 6 to try settle the battle and
win the war. During the sneak out, neither cabin knew what was going to
happen and neither knew that the other cabin was also involved in the
The fire burns bright near ‘The Way’
sneak out. Cabin 5’s counselor, JOSH BROOKSBY, woke his cabin up after
Taps and led them out, past Woody’s pitch to where ‘The Way’ ceremony is held. JOSH either gave his campers a
plastic laser guns or a noodle as a sword and told them that they were going to attack Cabin 6 as they arrived and
crash their sneak out. However, unknown to the campers, Cabin 6’s counselors ADAM PHELPS and RAY OUTRAM,
along with MAX WEINGARDT had woken their campers up ten minutes after Cabin 5 and had told them the same
thing. Upon arriving at the fire pit, Cabin 6 encountered a sneak attack from Cabin 5. TYLER FIELD and CHASE KAPLAN
had to defend themselves from JORDAN TOMLIN with swords while JADEN DONSKY was fending off an attack from
DRAKE ELMAN. Both cabins fought one another with their ‘weapons’ before a truce was called by the counselors.
Lucky Canteen Number 135. The cabins then came together to have S’Mores around the burning fire and settle their
differences once and for all, while sharing stories and laughing about the fun they had. Like most sneak outs, this one
small moment will be forever remembered between the boys in cabins 5 and 6 and looked back on with great
memories. Thank you to all the boys for getting into their cabin war and enjoying the sneak out and to the admin for
allowing the sneak out to take place.
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Timberlane Competition By Editor

CM counselors still smiling
despite the liquid sun

Yesterday afternoon, the 13 and over boys travelled to Timberlane and the 12 and
under boys stayed at CM for the Timberlane competition. However, what is now
seeming like a tradition, after only completing the first round of activities, the skies
opened and rained heavy on both Camp Menominee and Camp Timberlane.
Unfortunately, due to the weather and due to the possibility of thunderstorms, the
competition had to be cancelled and the boys headed back to their respective camps.
Despite the cancellation, well done to both camps for competing with perfect
sportsmanship and attitude throughout the activities that were able to be completed
and fingers crossed for better weather next time we have the chance to play
Timberlane.

12 and Under Soccer By Sam Miller
Menominee 8, Timberlane 0
The 12 and under Menominee soccer squad took to Ingram’s pitch
with confidence on Monday vs a tough Camp Timberlane side.
Menominee had fielded a strong starting eleven and felt comfortable
from the first whistle. CM went straight on the attack and opened the
scoring early thanks to a beautiful left-footed strike, over the head of
the goalkeeper, by LUKE LARAMORE. HENRY MILLER once again stole
the show and scored a hat trick, with two goals in the first half and one
in the second. TYLER FIELD added to the scoresheet in the first half
with a brilliant finish into the bottom corner of the goal, after a
perfectly played through ball from playmaker EMMETT KREZ. JASON CM prepare to defend a corner kick
NEIDER added a fifth goal for CM before half time with a strong finish
from just inside the box. Half time, CM 5 Timberlane 0. As the second half began, CM went on the attack once more
and scored their sixth through HENRY MILLER’s hat trick goal. JASON NEIDER continued the rout with his second of
the game before ADAM STEIN put away a cheeky volley from just outside the box, making it 8-0. ETHAN MANN,
CHARLIE TAYLOR and ZACH BEN-ISVY all played well in anchoring the strong Menominee defense. Well done to all
players for playing in such a dominant performance.

12 and Under Tennis By Coltan Gage
Menominee 5, Timberlane 1
The tennis matches between Camp Menominee and Camp Timberlane were all
amazing to watch. HARRISON HOFFMAN put on a fantastic display of Tennis,
making nearly every shot to the point where his opponent was struggling to
make a return. DYLAN COHEN and CARTER ZIRLIN both played outstanding and
overcame their opponents thanks to hard, but accurating serving. JACOB
SCHNEIDER approached his doubles match with team mate BRADY WEISS with
an air of confidence about him. JACOB had said that this match would be his
“redemption” as he had lost his match against the camp from the west.
JACOB SCHNEIDER’s redemption
SCHNEIDER and WEISS were too strong for their Timeberlane counterparts and
easily took victory. In another doubles match, SAM ROSEN and NATE BEERMANN showed no mercy on their court and
pounced on every loose ball to win 6-1. Lastly, JJ BARBER put in a valiant effort, narrowly losing his matchup. JJ battled
hard in his first competative game on the court for Menominee and showed that he will be a force in future years.
Well done to everybody for showing great sportsmanship and representing Menominee in the right way.

Riddle of the Day: I have hundreds of legs, but I can only lean; You make me feel dirty so you feel clean. What
am I?

(Submit your correct answer to the Megaphone Office for a free canteen)

Yesterday’s Riddle: I have no feet, no hands and no wings but I climb high in to the sky. What am I?
Answer: A Balloon
Winners: MATTHEW HARFIELD, DYLAN COHEN and SAM ROSEN
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Green and White Teams By Editor
TEAM GREEN:
Captain: DANIEL MALIS
Captain: GAVIN
BRAMWIT
Captain: RYAN FIRMIN
Snr Captain: JACK
FORMAN
Snr Captain: NATHAN
DUBINSKY
JACK KAPLAN
ARI GOLDBERG
QUINN KLENOW
HENRY LEVIN
JARED AGUILAR
JOSH BARSKY
MAX KIRSCH
JEREMY ZELKEN
TOBEY BERKS
JACKSON FRANKEL
JOSH KENNEDY
JAKE TOPEL
SHANE KOEHLER-DAVIS
EMILIO QUINTANAL
KADEN LISKA
ALEX STELZER
GEORGE NASSAR
PETER GAU
Int Captain: ETHAN
MANN
DREW HERZBERG
DYLAN COHEN
JASON NEIDER
JAKE MCDERMOTT
RONEN SAREMBOCK
BODEN HOWELL
ASHER BERMAN
JACK CARTER
BEN MILCH
HARRY STEINER
NATHAN GELFGAT
JOEY HOFFMAN
BRADY KAY
COOPER SPECTOR
JACOB SCHNEIDER
MILES PROVUS
HARRISON HOFFMAN
VINCENT CONTE
LUKE LARAMORE
WYATT BAUMEYER
CHARLIE EISENBERG

AARON PELTS
JACK BERGER
JASON ANDERSON
SAM ROSEN
JOSH PETERMAN
REED METZLER
LANDON DRAPATSKY
Jnr Captain: SAM WICK
CHASE KAPLAN
EASTON NEWMAN
JADEN DONSKY
DRAKE ELMAN
JORDAN TOMLIN
BRANDON JOHNSON
EMIL KESTENBAUM
SIMON MANN
ANDREW MORRIS
MASON AUSLANDER
JJ BARBER
ZACH FORMAN
CIT’s:
TODD LAZARUS
BEN ZELKEN
BENJIE GAU

TEAM WHITE:
Captain: JACK BEHAR
Captain: LOUIE KANTER
Captain: ISAAC MILLER
Snr Captain: MAX
BEERMANN
Snr Captain: RYDER
SPECTOR
MAX MASON
SAM STEINER
ALEC GAU
WILL PRICE
LEO NECHELES
BEN MANN
CADEN PERLMAN
WILL MARTINEZ
SETH SCHOR
GAVIN PICKLIN
ANDREW DRENNAN
CHARLIE DUMO
ZACH MEYERS
ETHAN GOSSROW
ZACH GOLDMAN
DREW BENJAMIN
NATE DUFFY
MICHAEL ABIANTOUN

NATHAN VASS
EMMETT KREZ
LUKE MASON
IAN GAU
MATTHEW HARFIELD
Jnr Captain: THEO
GALPER
TYLER FIELD
BRODY SHEFREN
DANIEL GELFGAT
CHARLES TAYLOR
CHARLIE SANFORD
HARRISON KESTENBAUM
ROBERT LOQUERCIO
COOPER BORSTEIN
BENNNY GOLDBERG
NEO SCHNEIDER
DYLAN FLETCHER
DYLAN PELTS
ZACH FIELD
CIT’s:
JAKE HOODACK
LOGAN ROSENGARD
JOEY MATGOUS

Int Captain: BEN
LAZARUS
MATTHEW HEIL
CARTER ZIRLIN
MICAH BLUM
IAN POGANY
LIAD ZAMIR
ELLIOT ZELKEN
ROWAN HARRISON
ZACH BEN-ISVY
ADAM STEIN
BENJAMIN TAYLOR
NATE BEERMANN
HENRY MILLER
BRADY WEISS
RYAN MARTIN
JON WOOL
GRIFFIN BRAMWITT
MICHAEL O’KEEFE
CHARLIE JACOBS
DRAEDYN SANFORD
SPENCER AUSLANDER
RYAN WEIL
ASHER DIAMOND
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